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Meteorologists have every wagon to be satisfied

with the resuits of the preliminaiy congress held at

Leipzig en the 14—16 August 1872. Soon after

having published my suggestions on a uniform system

of meteorologicat observations, 1 was informed that

titree distinguished meteorologists, Prof Eruhns of

Leipzig, Dr. Jelinek and Dr. J. Hano of Vienna had

formed a committee for preparing a congress. Dr. G.

Symons in successh’c numbers of his montlily maga

sine dwelt at considerable length on my paper and

the committee above mentioned published in the

Austrian Journal VII. the points the>’ wished to

be brought in discussion at the congress of Leip

zig, in order that we might be better prepared for

the definitive congress of Vienna. Different Savants

sent in their observations on my suggestions, and

their opinion on the points atated by the committee;

and so 52 metereologists met at Leipzig and discussed

them with an earnestness commensurate to their vast

importance.

It may not be superfluous to give onçe more in>’

opinion on several propositions, and to elucidat other



points, mentioned by me in the suggestions, for the
discussion of which no time was left, since we had
dwelt too long on questions, perhaps of no less in
terest; het wiuch c-very obsener and director must
answer for himself. It is of no small value indeed
if the different methods of observation and the diffc

rent instrurneuts be mentioned, that every one may
direct his attention to them and select which lie
tlunks the best, but it must be left to our own

Lc judgrnent, and it must not be made induinbent on
any one to obsen’e according to this or any other

niethod. We tmst that all of es will try to give

the most exact obsen’ations. It is a great question

how to get exact obsen’ations of the different phe

nomena; het it is not the only one.
What has been stated relates principally to this

question, and to the other: what phenomenas are

to be observed? but there is more. We must try to

have observations taken at every equidistant point

of the globe, and we must deliberate on the means,

how and in what form they must be published, that

every one at the least expense and after the shortest

lapse of time may inspect them, and may get them

ready for the investigation of the laws, which regulate

the disturbances and their mode of propagation.

To the care of the comtnittee we owe the publi

cation of an exact account made by Dr. G. Neumayer

of the meeting at Leipzig and of the notes sent in

by some eminent men hefore the meeting. For the

use of the English and Ame±an readers 1 will now

give my opinion based on these communications, espe

ci:dlv as 1 said het littie on that occasion, in order to
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spare time for discussion. At the sarne time T once

more direct attention to in>’ own suggestions, which

perhaps have afforded the opportunity of stating

these questions, modifying my solution of them a

littie , after having heard the opinion of others.

In this T will proceed regularly, following exactly

the order of discussion and giving the citations after die

pages of the account, the notes, or of my suggesdons.

Tf T scem not to regard many valuable arguments

of different philosophers present at the meeting, it is

not from any want of respect for these opinions, but

because 1 may suppose that some of them were

changed during the discussion. 1 mention therefore

only those conformable with the general resolutions,

or with my own opinions given in the suggestions.

Question i. Ought there to be introduced in all

countries the sarne unity of measure, or is it tliought

sufficient to accept some rules for the reduction of

the mcasures?

The general opinion was favourable to the desirab i

lity of a universal system of unities page 4 — Some

therefore thought no result could be attained yet,

but in the meanwhile prepared for; It was agreed

that, besides the observations in the original the

means of months and years should be published in

the metrical measure.

By this means it is casier for one, who will corn—

pare the climate of different piaces, to compute the

forma1 range.

Prof. Dove objects to the introduction of the me

1•
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trical mcasure for seabarometers, becanse most sea—
faring nations make use of English inches, Zus II, and
reiterates his proposition to augment the Fahrcnheit
degrees by roo in order to avoid the negative signs;
see suggestions p. 31.

It would be in conformity w’ith the resolution p. 30

and with the mast general wish to adopt only mii—
limeters and Celsiusgrades, bot since no scale bas a
scienUfic prerogative in itself, it appears that only
the same scale whatever it be, should be adopted, and
so 1 could, say: T will observe the Fabrenheit scale
if all resolve to observe it, but not so easily — as
1 gave my consent to publish the barometerheight
in English inches if, but only if, all used that scale.

It is however to be obsened that a tenth of a
millimeter is nearly the quantity we may rely on; a
tenth of a Parisian line is somewhat too great and so
is a lwndreth part of an English inch. So we want
four ciphers for the English and Parisian measures,
only three for the Metrical. To spare room and figures
we should therefore make use of the metrical- scale
For the temperature, a tenth of a degree centigrade *1
can also be given with more accuracy than a tenth of a
Fahrenheit degree, and 1 am inclined to ask Mr, Scott
if a whole degree Ceisius is not sufflciently accurate
for his telegraphic dispatches, since temperature has
so little to do with storms. Temperature is much
more the result than the foretokens of them, as 1
showed in my first paper en giving warnings of
storms. -

Since nobody bas advocated Parish lines and Re
aumur degrees, P should beg all obseivers not to



elect one of these scales for a new series of obser
vations. 1 do not specially insist no a change of scale,
if It is not for the millimeter and centigrade scale,
before the time that we all agree on the same scale
and 1 think with Prof. Mohu, T say: no reduction, 1f it
is his meaning that all obsen’ations should be pu
blished in the scale according to which tliey are
taken. It would be a source of error more, as T
often see by the telegrams of the Swedish obser
vations in the bulletins from Berlin and Paris.

Q. î Which is the best construction of the Baro
meter for stations of the second order? Is the use of
aneroids to be allowed to such stations?

T do not yet feel sufficient confidence in the answer
to determine by its diffèrences with the mercurial
barometer the form of the earth, and, granting to
Dr. Jelinek p. 5 that perhaps for controle of baro
meters in inspecting those of other stations they
may be thought useful, T maintain niy proposition
adopted at the Congress and expressed by others
who sent in their opinion: Tlie aneroid may be
observed besides, not instead of, the mercurical ba
rometer.

Dudng a stonn it may sen’e on a ship whose
movement does not allow the reading of the mercurial
barometer; but it is not to be denied that if a de
rangement occurs, we should not be warned. The
instrument cannot indicate by itself whether and
how much it is deranged.

At every observatory there should be a syphon
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barometer and a cistern one, the first to be observed
daily, the other from time to time for control, t
think the syplkon barometer is read with the least
error, and as for the detedorations of the mecury
and of the surface of the glass in the open tube,
precautions can be taken. 1 have now obsen’ed a
syphon barometer during twenty five years, nor bas it
suffered, since its indications present the same diffe
rence witli other normal barometers, as before.

It is however necessary to have two barometers,
in order that when one of them is deranged, it may
be repaired and aftenvards compared with the other,
50 there will be no occasion to divide the series
of observations into two.

No corrections except those for temperature is to
be put to the observations, see my suggestions p. 26.
Dr. Symons in his monthly Magaline for Mayp. 54
was puzzied by my saying, that it was of no moment
to corrçct the observation for instrumental errors, and
he has a right to say so, for grammatically, 1 say t
it there about capacity and capillarity. 1 rcferred
to the index fauft of the scale and to capillarity.
For these errors we can really gh’e the quantity,
once for all, and it is better to give the nbsciwations
unaltered. Therefore we may dispense with that
correction, and with the correction for the height at
which the barometer is placed above the Sea; since
the former is quite constant, and capiflarity sofl’ers
so little change from tempemture (the inner surface
of the glass tube and the mercur>’ must be 50 dear
and pure that the meniscus is always well formed)
that correction for this is not ver>- safe. The more
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50 we may dispense with these conections 1f we give

departures, because these errors are common to the

nomial height and the individual obsenations, and

disappear, therefore, by subtraction. 1 quite forgot

that T had named capacity, perhaps because, as litHo

as Dr. Symons, T make use of instruments that require

reduction for capacity; but if, as at Sea, we have a

correction for capacity, it ought necessariiy to bejoined

to the observations. Therefore it is carefully deter

mmcd at the Tnstitute for every Seabarometer con

trolled by- the evacuator, which Mr. Scott has had the

-‘ kindnefs to order for our use, and to send to us.

At fixed stations we have only to look for each

individual observation at temperaturecorrections. There

fore once more: at every fixed station the barometer

height must be corrected for capillarity, index of

scale and height above the Sea. These corrections

must only be accurately determined and put at the

bottom of the whole series of observations. The

corrections for the height above the Sea should

be sought, especially for determining them at that

latitude and longitude; the normal height of mercu

rial column is to ho taken, and we can then&e derive,

with regard to the variation of gravity, the normal

pressure of the air. -

Q. 3. Which is the best mode ofexposition, every

where to be introduced, of the thermometer for oh

serving the temperature of the air?

This question, no doubt of great importance, took

up a considerable time. T think great attention is to
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be given to the method of Prof Lamont recom

inanded by Dr. C. Fritsch p. VIII, and why not to

that to which Prof Stokes has drawn the attention

of physicists? Mr. Ragona strongly advocates a streng
aspimtion of air, as 1 did Sugg. 28, 30, 1f the inethod

of Prof Joule should provo insufficient. At every cen
tra! obseivation different methods should be tried.
‘Ve Jiopc to learn much from the report of Messrs.
Scott and Wild who already made interesting corn
munications. We sce at page 8 that the question

has been complicated vith another: how to obsen’e at
different heiglits, as cspeciaily Prof. Prestel has done.

Natura!)>’ at over>’ height we should take every possible
precaution, but to reduce thern each to a common hcight
is not to ho thought of. For departures, It is only reques

ted, that the same observer observes ahvays at the same

height; then we have the departures for that given
height and instrument. With respect to the climate of
the town or country, we must choose a height two
or threc meters above the ground, and for studying
the inifuence of the height, we must have more ob
servations at the same time at different heights.

Q, 4. Which construction is to be preferred for maNi
mum and minimum thermometers.

Prof. Ragona has a right to state, XX. that a max
vr min: should be observed nearly at the same place

and under the same conditions as the ordinary ther

mometers. vhere you have registering thermometers,
you may use the instument itself, and at secondary
stations or there, where no observations are made at
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fixed hours, the choice is left between the instru

mcnts of Geiss!er, Walferdin, Baudin Negretti and

Zambra, and Rutherford. 1 think the question can

be decided only by experiment. 1f they are consulted

with great care and precaution against amalgamation

of the indicator, and impurity of the inner glass surface

and of the alcool, the max: and min: thermometers

of Geissler may do as well as the others.

Q. 5. What instruments are to be used for the obser

vations of the amount of the variation, and in what

manner can we secure the comparability of the ob

sen’ations?

The spectroscope has practically demonstrated the

necessity of obseivatories on high mountains, and

prepared the way for radiaUon obsen’ations, the desi

rability of which T expressed in my papcr. Ghangc

mcnis périodiques dc tdn4pératurc d4pcndant dit Sokil

ci dc Za Linic dédidis dc 120 aunécs dcbscrvation.

Utrecht Kemink et fils 1847, and reiterated in many

places, see suggestion p. 49.
Even those who give no credit to the investigation of

such periods, must acknowledge that an instrument is

indispensable by which we may better determine the

exact amount of energy emitted by solar, lunar and

stellar rays. T am som’ T did not speâk at greater

length and more persuasively before the congress on

this point, and 1 hope the confldence Mr. Jelinek

expressed, that English and German Physicients will

compare different actinometers, and give a series of

observations, will Uien be engerly acted upon. Eng-
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land is under circumstances fatal to this sort of
inquhy; but it has so many observatories in other
regions of the earth, and bestows so much on me
teorology, that T have no doubt it will find observers
wilhing to make these observations at places very
well adapted to the purpose.

Must oÇ the phitosophers who sent in their opinion
to the congress, prefer the maximum thermometer
in vacuo IV, XXVIII or the thermolectric pile
of Metloni XXXII. Prof. Ragono XX exposes his
actinometer, a maximum thermometer of Negretti
and Zambra the wliole day, and had it direéd by
clockmovement to the rays of the sun, the whole day.

L Ç He does not ay whether it registers. Apparently
It does or should do so; for we must have instanta
nëous indications, we must know the action during every
ten minutes; because the transparency of the sky and
the height of the sun above the horizon must be
taken into account, Mr. Neumayer especially recom
mands us to investigate the influence of Immidity
of the air on radiation, and for this inquiry 1 tlunk
the pvrheliometer wilt do very well. 1 am at a loss to
express a preference for any of them. The obser
vations are so extremily delicate. 1f we 500 Mr. Soret
in the Revue universelle stating that white incan
descent Lime and Magnesia seen under the same angle
as the diatheter of the sun give only 0,49 c in the
actinometer of Mr. Waterston, the sun must consi
derably change its emission of calorie rays, before we
can be certain of that change. Perhaps it would be
best to compare the difference of heat excited on
two individual thermopites in the form of a sector

1
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each receiving the rays emitted by different sectors

of the sun. Only in so doing, we must form the

image of the sun, either by a mirror or by a lens, and

consent to introduce a source of error from which

the method of the maximum thermometers in vacuo is

not quite exempt either. However difficult it be, it

must be done thus or in some other manner.

Q. 6. To which Apparatus for observing the tempe

rature of the ground preference is to be given? At

what depth ought obseivations to be taken in order

to attain a desirable comparability?

After having heard the discussion on this point

p. 10 and seen the opinion of Mr. Fritsch VIII and

of the French congress XXXIII, T think 1 have better

attended to the question than I did when writing

my suggestions p. 29. With Dr. Buchan and the

French metereologists T now say most decidedly: such

observations are especially more useftil to botany than

to physicists and meteorologists.

For the physiology of plants and their vege

tation thermometers would suffice, at one, two three

decimeters, then perhaps etectrical thermometers at 5,

7, to, i, 20 decimeters, for trees which have their
roots at these depths. For meteorology, it appears

quite sufficient to observe one or two of the thermo
meters, to derive from their indications in what manner
the range of temperature depends on the nature of
the soil. As to physical geography there must be
well distanced electrotherrnotneters under the surface

of invariable temperature,



Few places only are appropriate for such obser
vations. — Many circumstances, the nature of the
sofl, the min that conveys the temperature of the
higher laycrs to the depth, disturb the observatation;
and what is to be determined? The law of conduc
tibility? The conducting power in a tnanner preventing
a certain comparison with the method of Mr. Neumann
or Angstroin, who perhaps bas been brought to this
method by his admirable observation of ground tem
perature? Shali we determine the quantity of beat
that rises from the surface? In that case the tom
perature must be placed ver>- deep. Only the Alps
or other mountains can afford any thing valuable and
when they are perforated by a tunnel, they will soon
cease to do 50; since the tunnel surface itself is con
tinually. cooled by the draughts of air. Nobody indeed
will destroy the tunnel, in order that the thermometer
may surely indicate the truc temperature of the earth
at those depths. Flence 1 despair of the telluric
question lor the first time to come, and 1 shall be
very glad, if by obsen’ation of temperature in the
upper layers we enable physiologists to derive —

better than from the temperature of af r alone — the
quantity of heat needed for the growth and fructifi
cation ol plants. Could we only give a measure of
humidity at the same time, 1 think they would be
grateful to us.

Q. . \Vhat appantus is to be used for the deter
inination of atmospherie humidity? Is it sufficient
to observe the psychrometer, or can we use the hair
hygrometer; and if so, under what conditions?

12
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1f we do not recur to the chemical method of

determining the quantity of vapour contained in a

given quantity of air, the only unobjectionable one,

though it is troublesome and does not give the in

stantaneous quantity but an integral of It, 1 think

that the indication of Prof. Moho XVII had best

be followed. The absent members, Mr. Fradesso

da Silveira VIII, Mr. Hoffmeijer XIV, Dr. Symons

XXVIII, the French meteorologists XXXIII were

not so much against the psychrometer, with the

exception of Prof. Wolff XXVIII, as those present

p. 23, 24. Only the air should be introduced by

an aspirator Suggestions 32. It is to be hoped that

the comparisons which Mesrs. Wild, Buclian and Jelinek

will tnake en this point, may elucidate this question.

It would not be so great an obstacle, 1f above and

under zero, different instruments were read, ii’ they be

______

- only compared in the vicinity of this point with

one another, or bctter, throughout thc ho1e nnge

with a chemical hygrometer.

Q. sa• How can we agree on the manner of mdi

ting the directgns of the wind?

Two opinions are given, one in favour of the

Engflsh letters; the other to which 1 strongly incline

(Sugg. 44) to arches flying with the wind. 1 only
want four different types to represent i6 directions.
As to the easier interpretation of those arches, 1 say
that arches are more natural signs and easier inter
pretated. Take only a sheet of paper with letters, S,
WSW, ENE, NE and so on, and compare that sheet



with any page Sn of the Dutch annuary, and you will

be come an advocate for the arches.

Q. 3b Es it desirable to express the mean directions

according to Lambert’s fonnula? How are we to take

into account the very weak winds, if we distribute

the direction in the windrose.

1f we give a mean direction of the wind during a

greater or lesser space of time, it must be given by

Lambert’s formula. 1 think the strongest opponent

of the application ol this lbrrntila reject it , not con—

sidering the formula incorrect, lint the very method of

computing a mean direction of different resp. opposite

winds. — For years 1 have adopted Prof. Prestel’s

manner of denoting the winds that have occurred.

Only for a few places in the Netherlauds, T give the

result of the formula besides the number of each

wind, and so for the other places T give no mean

direction at all. T feel inclined with Dr. Hann p. 25

to reject the computation of a mean dircction for

a whole mouth in general, for a given lapse of

time before deterinined; and in no case is the intensity

to be disregarded. Dr. Hann himself agrees witli

Dr. v. Dettingen that for soine inquiries the reduction

of every wind to four components may be desi

rable, and so do T. No doubt Dr. v. Oettingen will

do a good work, when he gives once more his method

and his simplifications of the reduction. It takes a

considerable space to give these components. T sup

pose with two ciphers we should indicate the wind

so: 2, 3 7 5, 7; Uien the arrow indicates one of
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the sixteen directions which is nearest to the ob—
sen’ed direction and before the arrow we have the
component XVest er East, after the arrow the corn
punent South er North; and in this case we do not
need a larger space thati when we use SSW. 6. i, which
means the same and wat gives only implicitly the
same. Moreover in giving 23 / 57 (we may omit
the comma) we enable every one to take the surn
of all the components for such a space during
which the vind has not very much changed in di—
rection, or even during whicli the wind bas had one
component in common, since the individual indica
tions are likewise mentioned. We gain this, that we
have expressed by one simple indication the result
of such a lapse of time. Those who are not so
partial to the computation of a mean even of opposite -

winds, may, ifthey like, apply the formula ofLambert
in all cases, and we are all content.

Q. . \Vhat scale is to be followed at those places
where no absolute mean is taken, but only esti
mation is given ?

At the regular observatories measures are to be
taken with anemometers and it is desirable that inten—
sity of pressure should be compared with velocity.
To the question, 1f the estimation should be made
after i 2, 10, 6 or 4 degrees, we should answer: why
should we not use l3eaufort’s scale, which-is generally
adopted by scamen; and if not, but only universally,
another scala.



Q. io. Is the introduction of simple numerating ap

paratus for determining the velocity of the vind desi

rable? To which unities is the velocity to be reduced?

To the last questions the answer cannot be any

other than this: the meter and secunde. We expect

ampler inquiry about the comparability of the Robinson

anemometer with different lengths of arms and greater

or lesser cusps, since that of Mr. Frederik Stow is not

yet completed. Quarterly Yournai of the me/corological

Society Vol. 1. 1f we are so happy as to know the

relation between pressure in kilograms on the square

meter and velocity, we may indifferently give one of

these quantities, and so the first part of the ques

tion is answered. Only we must all agree on the

same quantity as to the difficulty of reading the

anemometers and the defects in anemometerregis

tration we may consult the paper of Mr. Charles,

0. T. Cator M. A. F. M. S. in the quarterly Journal of

the meteorological Society Oct. 1872. Vol. 1, p. zo.

So the congress dwelt rather long on the manner

in which the observations are to be recorded, but did

not touch the principal point Sugg. 44: what is the

minimum of windobsewations that ouglit to be printed

and what moreover must be communicated? 1f a strong

wind prevails, even then have occurred there may be a

lull about the observationhour and a considerable farce

behveen two of them. It is of more interest to know the

time in which a strong gale travels from one place to

another than to know the velocity of an airwave. It is

indispensable to afford such communications that we

may state if a very strong wind bas travelled from
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one place to a distant one, or if they are separate
gales; and it is impossible to do so, if we do not
know at what time the strongest wind has arrived at
the two places and from what direction. Therefore t
have communicated from the first in the departures, page
4fl ± 2, the strongest force of wind at my four places,
and the time when it is feit. We have no right to say,
so inconsiderately as some have said, that the strong
winds arrived first in France, then in Italy — if
we have no indication that consecutively from the
Nortji ol France the strong wind and the same strong
vincl prevailed in the middle of France • in its south—
em parts, in Switzerland, in Lombardy. We must
compare the indications of the telcgrams and the
gradieuts of the barometer with the time ;vhich elapsed
before the wind acquired great foree.

Therefore T propose that we should always no te
in a separate column, or in the remarks: the time,
at which a wind of 30 kil. on the square meter
was l’elt. It is of much importance to know this: that
we should be more inelined to omit the observation
at fixed hours than to oinit the time of the strongest
wind. We seem tolerably well to ohserve the gy
ration of the wind all throughout the day, every one
can take that into account for his private use, as he
pleases; but for general utility it is infinitey more
desirable to know the epoclis of the feeblest wind
on cach day, of the wind considerably rising and
exercising a given force viz. of 20 kil., and of the
strongest wind, each of them with the pressure and
direction of the wind prevailing at eaeh epoch. —

T say this cspecia]ly respecting the observatories of

2
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second or third order, where we wi.sh not to cm
barass the observers wiffi many observations at fixed
epochs. As for the central observatories we may
take from the registers just that which we need. For
obscn’ing clonds T refer to Sugg: p. 46 adding only
that it is sufficient to publish the directions and ve—
locfty of these by arroxvs, weak and strong, of two
Dr three different sizes.

Q. ii \Vhat is the best fJm, area and uxposition for
rainguages? At what hour of the day must we read
the quantity of the fallen water

Mr. Buchan in conformity with nly proposal, Sugg.
p. 36 thinks, we should fillow the indications of Dr. Sy—
mons Prof. Gafle also points to the Scottisch ram—
guages. As to the area surface of them Prof. Bmhns
proposes ‘/a squarc meter. In Holland they have only
two decimeters by side: ‘4, square meter; It may ho
too small, but perhaps /i, square meter is also small
enough to give the exact quantity. For this reason,
and because It is too expensive and too troublesome to
have evetywhere sucli large rainguages, 1 have adhered
to the proposition, that at the central observatories
a comparison should lie made of the quantities given
by rainguages of a smaller and a larger size, as we
alhvays did at Utrecht.

As to the time of reading the rainguages Dr. von
Octtingen says well, that this may depend 0fl the
following question referring to the commencement
of the meteorological day. Then, 1f we be strietly
consistent , we must read them at midnight. But
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this is a very inconventeut time, and therefore we

had Letter read It after sunset, or at the time of the

last observation of thermometer and barometer. To

this point Dr. Symons, Monthly meteorological ma

gazine June 1832 p. 73, objects assigning three reasons,

or rather two, since i and 3 are not vety difthrent.

These appear to ho fatal to my proposition, since

the>’ show us the danger of losing one third of the

observers on the mountain tops and far from human

liabitation. On these places, where insuparable diffi—

culties present themselves, we cannot insist. There

the obsen’ations cannot serve to indicate the quantity

fallen during the meteorological day, bot they may

serve as vell for the total arnount. But where it is

possible, for instance, to have two rainguages, one

opened the other sheltered at night, it would be

desirable not only for having the quantity on every

metcorological day, but moreover to have the quan

tity falen during the hottest and the coldest period

of tIto day sparately. Sugg, p. 40.

The seond reason adduced is not of great weight.

It is easy enough to road the rainguage by artificial

light. The observer may gather the water it contains

at night in a divided measuringglass and read it when

the sun is up.

The congress did not treat the question, nor has

Dr. Symons stated his opinion on it, whether w

are to attend more to the variation of the wind, to

the mingling of two winds, or only to the direction

of the wind during the fafl of the ram.

For the iniluence of forests Suggestions p. 38 on

the quantity of tam and of evapuration Dr. Ebermayer

2’
- -:
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has made a series of observations vhich he ‘viii dis

cuss in a paper lie bas promised the congress 1).

(3. 12. Are the days of snow to iie counted and

registered separately from’ these of ram oiily?

Why should this lie neglected where it is possible

to do so. Mr. Wild says it is impossuble to ascertain

wliether snow has faflen, during the night, mixed

with ram. T should think this word ,,impossubie’’ too

strong, see Suggestions p. 39; but 1 agree that It will

be found very difficult in many places, and that the

separation is not quite accurate. Perliaps it is not

very interesting to go farther as to denoting only

the quantity gathered with the indicating letters: s

snow and Ii hail , or r and h , in conformity with the

proposal of the Committee.

Prof. Mohn sees a great obstac)e in detennining

the quantitv of snow XVII; however iie has separated

days of snow and ram. It may iie that 1 have

misunderstood his meaning, since in the account

something must iie amiss. See the question of the

French Congres on point t t, 12 Cfl 13 XXXIV.

Q. 13. Is it desirabie to separate hall from sleet

1 think not It will suffice to indicate by lètters

er remarks, whether it was a decided fail of hail—

stones. In tlus case we should determine the size

of the hailstones, Sugg. 39, by taking up a certain

t) Just now the flrst part of this interesting werk bas eppeared.



quantity of them witli a pair of nippers and then
weighing them, and it may be worth while to attend
to the hint of Prof. Prestel 23, and to give the struc
ture of the Stones.

To know in general, whether hail was mixed with
the ram, may afford some indication of the tempe
rature of the upper air.

Q. 14. In counting the days of thunder, must we
register every thunderstorm or only the days on which
they occurred? How are we to commemorate the days
of lightning only without thunder?

Now it is dear that two thunderstorms on one
day do not give two days of thunder. But to know
at wint hours thunderstorms are most frequent we
should enrcgister every thunderstorm at the time of
the day, on which it occurs, as we do in the Dutch
annuaries. Far be it from me however to deny the
due weight of Mr. Fritsche’s remarks XX. T am accu
stomed to indicate thunder and iightning by two
different signs. T do not reckon a day as a day of
thunder, if thunder has not been heard.

Mr. Fradesso da Silveira, who bas generally given
very judicions auswers to every question, is veiy
short in replying to these subordinate points.

Q. x. What apparatus is to be preferred for
poration 1 How is it to be exposed?

This is a very intricate point. We are all, T dare

1



sav, desperate to find out the means of well deter—

mining the quantky of evaporated water. It is not

so much the difficulty of reading the evaporators

either by veighing, as we do at Utrecht, Dr by

measuring; it is not, if we shall give preference to

those of Prof Prestel, Lamont, Viviani, Ragona XXI,

Fradesso da Silveira V, Schenzel, Prettner X Mand

Davy; but more 50 Sugg. 42, 1f the quantity evaporated

from the evaporator is really that evaporated from the

surface of water. My expressions have been quoted

also by Mr. Miller in his note Monthly meteorological

magazine July 1872 p. xii. Mr. Miller denies there,

and in a letter addressed to me, that he finds a

greater quantity evaporated than that which faNs.

But it is generally found 50, and this seems impos

sible. Now M. Rogers Field has pointed out that

the evaporator should be most carefully sheltered from

the influence of the rays of the sun on the sides, and

1 have insisted on the same point in the Austnian

meteorological Journal VII p. 223 referning to the

observations of Mr. Elink Sterk made in the Ilar—

lemmermeer, who found a considerable difference,

when lie left his evaporator floating in a great quan

tity of water, natural!y the border only a littie eleva

ted above the surface of the water. At Utrecht since

that time 1 have also compared such an evaporator

with the other, but 1 found no such difference, only

of 0.2 of a millimeter on the daily average, perhaps

because of my evaporators being already sufficiently

sheltered, and stil 1 found a quantity evaporated

exceeding what had fallen.

Must then the evaporator have so very large a
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surface? At the Helder it bas a squarc meter 1) and

It agrees with that at Utrecht.

Further, for practice It is not even sufficient to

know the quantity evaporated from a free surface of

water, but we should know it from moist or dry ground,

and from different sorts of ground, from plants in

different stages of vegetation.

The interpretation of the indication of this instru—

ment in various circumstances will cause us great trouble

1f the very elaborate and costly experiments XXVIII

at the expense of the Royal Society of London do not,

cumpared with t]iose of Dr. Neumayer 29, throw

sufficient light on those intricate questions. 1 may men

tion that the Provincial Society of Arts and Sciences

at Utrecht has proposed a prize medal for a series of

experiments on the evaporation from the surface of

plants.

Q. iG. In what manner is the amount of clouds to

be estimated and communicated? Is It desirable to

introduce certain signs not dependent on the different

languages, and therefore universally intelligible, for

the amount of clouds, for the hydrometeores and other

extraordinary phenomena?

The committee proposes, in conformity with the

i) It is inconvenient to me 5. lnrgrr one, and oeverUicls great

oisjecCon to the accu-acy is taken from the smailnes, of mar;y of ahens.

So T should fccl doebts on that of M. Patre recommaadeci by M. Ro

binsun XXXV. whicli seems to lie of similar structure as that proposed

by lUI. Marlé Davy and Le Verier in Cie Buffet/it ftci;,iüus,t;Iairt and

;s-lih that of Irot Ilarthig of Utreaht
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Suggestions p. 4$, to indicate a quite dear shy by o,

a sky totally clouded by Tol). The signs used in the

Dutch annuary seem to be adopted everywhere, where

no numerical quantities are given. Nobody has yet

given o long a series of obsenations in the same

terms; nor are other signs more easily mteq)reted.

Besides, the observation of cirri and their move

ments should be given explicitly XV.

Q. 17. Should moreover other than the meteorolo—

gical elements mentioned, electricity of the air etc.

not yet treated of in similar questions, be enumerated

among the ordinary observations, and wint are the

most convenient instruments to observe thein with?

So much time was spent in discussing the precee

ding points that there was none left for this question.

Only ozone and atsnospheric electricity were mentio

ned and the conciusion was that Mr. Ebermayer,

Schoder and Sohnke should treat all slinilar questions

before the Congress of I$73.

Î think meteorology bas more general inquiries to

make, and to regulate than just these, which must

be left to individual choice. In my suggestions at

different places, 1 have mentioned these and other

questions of the same kind. It may be sufficient to

have drawn attention to them. Evety one will sug

i) T was ve11 aware that in the northem countrics these ciphers have
opposite sigisification witli that in Belgium, France dc. 1 myself was
inclined to forsake my southem method now, secing that 1L Fradesso

da Silveira XI clings to it T propose not to make a change tiII we
all agree on this point See XXV.
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gest some other investigations and patronize them.

1 should like to break a lance for electdcity and magne

tism. They appear to me most interesting. T speak in

favour of the first topic, notwithstanding that 1 thought

from some rcmarks it was not a favourite one. It is

truc, the meaning of the electrometcr is not accepted

by all in the same sense, but we must not forget,

that many philosophers, more or lcss justly point

to the electrical action. The method of observing

either by the electrometer of Peltier, or, as T had

the following day the opportunity to see, thanks to

the kindness of Prof. W. Hankel, by his apparatus, is

sure and easily followed, and only by many well regu

lated observations it will be possible to interpret

accurately the indications and to decide, if different

propositions be truc or not. Prof. Ragona recommends

the bifilar electrometer, which instrument T confess T am

not acquainted vitli; and only in England, as far as

T know, are there registering electrometers, most recom

mendable of all if their indications may be rdlled on.

T feel certain the Astronomer Royal or Prof. Lamont

and our Nestor Quetelet would be very well pleased

if the electricity of the air and the observation of

earthcurrents were accepted on the program.

Theo the study of electricity will throw more light

on the magnetic observations, which were not even

mentioned. 1 agree that the latter are expensive,

because they must be continually photograplucally

done, and that they can not be expected to be done

at every obsen’atory; but still it is necessary that

there be indicated a few places regularly distributed

over the globe, where they should be done. Only by
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proceeding iii this mailner, can we disfinguish between

cosmical and local causes; only Uien are we able to

inquire if really to changes on the sun surface corres

pond magnetie disturbances; only by combining the

occurrence of simultaneous magnetic perturbations with

changes of weatlier, storms, and the like, the hypo—

Lc thesis of P. Secchi an be tested, which, if found to

be truc, especially when they preceede atmnspheric

disturbances, may be of great practical utility, in

even’ case may prepare scientific results.

Now we come to another set of questions which

were treated before the questions 7—17. and wluch

have more especially a direct relation to a universal

plan of publication and of mutual exchange of ob

servations.

Q. iS. Can there be introdoced synchronous times

of observation for the normal obseiwations?

Mr. Jelinek p. 72 said nearlv in conformity with

my Suggestions p. 17—23, that we may take from

the register at the central observations, and T spoke

only in referencc to these Sugg. 20, observations at

the same astronomical hours viz. reckoned according

to astronomical time. So does Dr. v. Oettingen

p. ii, and to Prof. Bruhns T might answer that the

same thing may be done for temperature observati

ons. There is no objection to this, if we publish

departures which are free from the daily range.

Why should not a central observatoiy add two

columns, containing one for the barometer, the other

for the thermometer, the means of the three or more
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observations taken at synchronous hours? It would

require little space, and by this every one, without

being compelled to apply to the different Directors,

can iinmediately draw tp a synoptic chart of simul

taneous observations or deparftres.

T hope Mr. Wild will cxcuse me for saying that

T am sorry that lie thinks it an argument against as—

tronomical time, that it should inciude the odious

question on a first meridian. 1 can only refer to

p. 20 of my suggestions and T add, that in this

respect 1 should like to belong to the German nation

which is foremost in meteorological researches, and

of great power; for in this case it would have con

siderable weight if 1 offered, whicli T should be proud

to do, Greenwich observatorv the honour of giving

the zero time of meteorological obsen’ation.

So having recommanded astronomical time for gene

ral investigation T maintain that at every place, should

there be a central obsen’atory, or only one of the

second order, local time may be used. Every obser

vation should ho communicated after local time. It must

give a chance of error, if one should cail noon o,

another hveive, if one should name eight in the

morning of the nt1 what the other calls 20 of the

it1. Astronomy bas no relation with the civil day,

meteorology has: Astronomy teaches us the time and

savs, at wliat time the sun rises and sets; she reclwns

by stellar time and gives solar time; — Meteorology bas

solar time, respect. local time and must use it. 1f we

had as little intercourse with unscientific persons as

astronomers have, T would not object to introduce in

conformity with the English, as Mr. Brubns proposes
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13 tito astronomical notation , 1 myseif incIine to that
notatio,z, but we must avoid ambiguity, 1f in speaking
to the pcopte we should use another language; and
in no case should we add togetlier the obsenations
of one clvii day with those of another.

So the seafarer, as Mr. von Freeden remarks, uses
the astronomical notations; lie speaks only to the
navigator and may continue to put clown his observa
tions as lie used to do; but we, whcn we give a result
of his obseiwations, ii we will give an account of
the plienomena of a day, it must be of a clvii day.

Q. i. Can we state general mies for the verifi—
cation of the instruments and for the inspection of
meteorological stations?

In ack-nowledgcment of the important consideration
given by the different Directors present at the congress
1 readily agree to accept the conciusion: the inspect
ion of all stations resorting under tito same central
obsenatoiy is to be made in the shortest possibly
interlapse of time.

For the thermometer, surely, It should lie made
oftener than for the barometer, if we cannot trust
the observer will accurateiy vedfy his zeropoint, since
temperature is more local. The movements of the
barometer are more general, and at a considerable
distance, especially, if a place is surrounded by
other places on whose obsewations we may rely,
(suggest p. io) we are able to see by comparison
of the monthiy means if a barometer has been deran
ged some tenths of a millimeter. We may a’so avoid

1
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too frequent an inspection, always very expensive, by
giving a double set of instruments to a sttion,
which we proved desirable for every station, necessary
for a central observatory.

For my four telegraDiung stations T have two baro
meters observed, by two different observers, at sorne
distance in each place. It must be left to the judg
munt of the Director of the centra! observatory, if
a recognised derangement of an instrument is of such
importance, that it is allowed or not to correct the
observations made by it, since under the various
causes, not to be determined before, there be some,
of wluch the influence can be estimated with exactitude.

20. After what rules, divisiops of time etc. are
the average means of the diverse meteorological
eleinents to be calculated? Is it more conform to
die purpose to begin the year with January or with
December?

The Dutch annuaHes begin the year with Decem
ber. 1 think t did this at the recommmendation of
Prof. Dove; and most of the Institutes erected after
1849 have done so. On this principle 1 spoke in
favourable terms on the commencing with December.
And indeed, for all such papers, as give only means, it
is desirable to give these three months together which
correspond most closely possible with the seasons. But
that is all, wliatever may be adduced in favour of a
measure that after all gives rise to misunderstanding,
and — to be as consequent as Dr. v. Oettingen, —

would now propose to begin the day at midnight,
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every month on the first, and the year with

January.

To every annuary should therrefore be added a

table giving the means of each rnonth having cach

a separate page of the Journal.

Only with this cxception, we sitould reckon to Janu

ary the 30 first days, to February the 31 Jan. tilt

i , so that it would have 3 i days in the Icap—

years, and March from 2 til 31. The difference

behveen the most exact calculation of Prof. Brulin’s,

who for the y-eafly means gives the sum of the daily

obsen’ations divided by 365. resp. 366, and the

method of Mr. Scott taking for it the tweftli part of

the surn of the twetve months IS 50 exccedingty

small, that T do not see sufficient reason not to adopt

Mr. Scott’s method.

Every one may add without any inconvenience the

ineans of such groups of days, as lie chooses. So

in the Dutch annuaries for many years 1 give sepa

retely for greater number of days in which the depar

tures were without interruption in the same direction,

of the same sign, the sum of departures for that time.

We learn by this one of the forms of variability of

the climate, and can easity compare by a smaller set

of numbers, the occurrences at different places , and

in the meanwhile we are conform to the principle

that we must never for scientific pursuits, but only

for acommodation with the general civit use or for

conformity, determine a priori whatever area of space

and dlivision of time, but only seek a posteriori, in

what circumscription of space or time nature has given

different resuits.
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Q. 21. In wltat manner and for what duration of

time are the metcorological value of tito different

elements to be deduced?

The second part of this question was treated of

in the discussions on 20; for, if we give the means

of epochs beginning and ending at such dates, all

is prepared for computing the normals, Uien highly

desired for the same epochs and between the same

limits. Now it depends naturally on the lenght of a

well continued and conducted series of years 1f the

observer should feel himself aithorised to give only Jr t

the means of the year or of the seasons, or of the

months • or of shorter intervals of time. It was rea—

dily accepted by the congress, that we should fom

at the same time greater periods of ten years each

and beginning the i of Januaq’ of the year ion ± i.

The method of calculating the normals can scar

cely be different from that which several meteorolo—

gists have already adopted. See Dr. K. Jelinek i)

and others 2), all perhaps preceeded by Prof. Dove.

We have to choose some fundamental places where,

during a century or so, reliable observations have

been made. 1f our observation is not near to one

of them we must first calculate the normals of places,

wluch have twenty, thirty years in comnion with

these fundamental observatories, and then seek-, from

a) Ueber den jâhrtichcn Ga:tg der Tempcra:ur end dea Luftcir.,ckes

in 0cstcrwch ur.d r. eittigen benaclibarten .S:ationen. Wint i666.

2) Marche atmuelle de La température cl de Ja pressiun atmos

riquc en divers lieux de IE arope. Royal Academy of Scierees of Am

sterdam iS6 t.
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the simuhancous years we can dispose of, the diffe

rences with those places. So we are able to know

from fifteen years of observation the normals witli

tolerable accuracy. All the 70 normals from which

the Dutch annuary gives the departures were deduced

in this marmer, 1 could often dispose only of five

•years, and 1 do not think that the review of them,

1 shall publish in the annuary i 870 IT, will show

great incorrectciess. The name ,,htstrum avcçage” pro—

posed by Dr. v. Oettingen for the means of 10e ± T

tilI Ton ± 5 and ion ± 6 tilI Ton, will be readily

accepted.

22. Is it to be desired and is it possible to pu

blisli the meteorological observations, of a liniitcd

number of places in every country, in similar manner

and within a proportional short time after thy are

made?

T tlunk most meteorologists iii the principal places

of western Europe have shown, that it is possible to

give the obsezwations of a month published the fol

lowing month, and they have realised It because they

found it desirable. It is truc Nonvay, Sweden, Dentnark,

and more so the Netherlands and Belgiurn have com

paratively small distdcts and few places of observa

tions, not to be compared with the great number of

obsen’aUons in Pnissia, Austria, Russia, where besides

the distances are so great and communication is often

so defective by the inclemency of the climate; but

we have to consider, that it is not lor all places of

observation that such t publication is asked; only for
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a few well disposed, and indicated a priori. In France
and Italy there are seine places which give their
rngn obsen’ations by tlieir own monthlr bulletins and
so some places in Russia and Siberia might soon
send in their observations to Mr. Wild. In iSGS,
69-70 we have the highly valuable Nouvelles Mdtoro—
logiques by Mr. MarW Davy, and we hopeearnestly that
it w’ill not last long before that publication is again LLtaken up. We must ever try to have-as soon as pos
sible a view of the distribution over the globe from
only a few places, that we may know the great mo
vements and in broad lines, while we have yet the
impression of what happened at our places, and thus ho
induced to ask for further information at these points,
which appeared to be in the vicinity of the perturba—
tions , whcre the instruments were much in excess,
as vell as where tliey were below their usual height.

Nor need the observations be given iii such detail
in these monthly sheets as they ate afterwards printed
in the extensive annals, or in the costly graphical ex—
hibitions of Mr. Scott. 1f It should be found inipra
ticable to give the observations in full forni, why should
not we peblish, for every month separately, a bulletin
in the form of the Comples reudus, of the observations at
Klei by Prof. Karsten, or in that of Triest and Fiume.

The committee brought alreadv a scheme before the
Congress of the most necessary indications, wIndt was
on the whole approved of. The committee will think
of this point, after having attended to some reflexions,
and then propose it to the Congress of Vienna.

There was some discussion about the manner in
wluch the hunudity of the air sl’ould ho indicated.

t 3
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ProC l3ruluts p. 20 said, Iie could flnd no room for

the psvchrometerobservations, and we must agree

with lijm that, if possible, we must have all on one

side of a sheet. So the qucstion remains which T

have treated Sugg. p. 32 , whether we shall give

preference to print quantity of water in a cubic meter

of air, tension or relative humidity. The first 1 think

is most closely connected with the growth of plants

more even than relative humiditv, besides that It has

the advantage of being a simple datum, wlue, botli

tension and relative humiditv, are dependent OH humi—

dity and on temperature. The tension in xnillimeters,

within the limits between whjch it occurs, bears a

certain proportion to the quantity of water, so that we

may deduce one from the other by mere inspection

with tolerable accilracy. Therefore T have been hitherto

inclined to give my preference to the printing of

the tension, 1f one datum be given, and of the quantitv

of water and relative humidity, if humidity is to be

given in two forms.

T do not quite vell recollect what scheme the com

mittee proposed, but 1 do remember, it appeared to me

very appropriate. Three columns for the barometer,

Ave for the thermometer inciuding a column for the

mininum and for the difference of the maximum above

the Inininum 9, six for humiditv , three for the wind

two for the ram, three for the amount of clouds, one for

remark-s, totally twenty thrce, will amply suffice, even

to the wishes of Prof. Ragona who desires to know

1) 1 prefer this for,n sinee by ii e get immedia1ey the daily rang

vj,Lch itcjje;uN na serettity , cxjtie[dy gk-cn. S:e Datch aunüahi es.
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the maximum and minimum and to those who thini:

relative husnidity alone rather defective, to give a dear

view of the ruoistare of the air.

Q. 24. Is it desirabic that in every country one or

more central observatories sizould be organised for

directing, coordinating and publishing the meteorolo

gical observations?

Happily neither any one present or absent had the

least doubt about answering this question affirmatively.

Everv one 1 think, 1f T judge others by myself,

would wish to have the superintendencv of all the

meteorological observations oR the whole globe witli

an appointement of a hundred thousand pounds a

year, but that cannot be, and it would not be desi

rable, because even 1f the Director were the ablest

of us all, and 1f he used his power in the most discreet

manner possible, it would tno much restrain the liberty

of otliers. Then we must take it as It is. Every coun

try must have ône fundamental observatory at least,

and one or more centra! places, where the observa

tions are compiled and discussed for the surroun

ding places.

[t Relaive to these centres It is to he hoped that the

most amiable intercourse may exist. A few rules may

be accepted to which they all conform; as for instance,

to the forin of publication of monthlv records, seâ the

preceeding question 1).

1) Winle this was in the press, 1 reccived the proposal of Dr. W. l&p

pen. Ocskr,dchisc/w Zoitre/irij? VIII. ii’. 2. Agreing of course , wih the
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Soine of the members present wished the marine oh

servations to ho directed by a separate Institute (2 i).

T do not see why. \Vhere there are special reasons

to have the two institutes separate it may be, but It

is not a thing to ho wished for. Why cannot, as in
Holland, two Directors placed in a certain relation to

each other work at the same place, one more especi

ally charged with the obsenrations on land, the other

with those at Sea: separation may ho admitted, it

can not ho postulated a priori.

Q. & Is the exchange of telegrams so useful as to

make It desirable to practice it on a larger scale,

and to organize it more in detail?

The system of exchanging telegrams is useful in the

first place to seafaring nations, and we hope it will

prove in the future more and more useful to agricul

ture also, but it is very expensive. \Ve should like,

this is the idcal prospect, to havc such intercourse

that every place knows at any time what is passing at

every other station. We must have the barometer, the

thermometer, the wind writing down their indications

by means of electricity on a board at cach station;

n (n—i)
bot for this, we should want

—- 2
telegraphic

lines, wires, and n (n—I) messages to have this

realized for n places in any part of the world. But

general plan of di5tribution of the centralobservatories, and the fuan.
dation of new one, 1 think a Counse Pof 35 Director, toa nurnrouij
and arn afraid of its exeercising tno great en inguence to it. It should
only facilitate the intcrcourse not direct the operations.
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now, ir we attend to the expense, ask France, where

tidings are received from all parts of Europc, wint

It pays for tliem, or what is paid bv other Governe—

ments; ask England, where also a cdnsiderable part of

the tnonev allowed is absorbed by the cost of the

telegraphic signals ask America that lavishes a hun—

dred thousand dollars on such a system; and say 1f

it is not time to organize that system in the most

compendtous war.

In my paper on the introduction and explanation

of the Acroklinoskope 1 have proposed a more simple

plan, 1 may be allowed to develop it a little now.

i. Lach centre chooses the places from wlnch it

receives its telegrams and to which it thinks It desi—

rabie to send them back.

2. Lach centre makes its arrangements with another

centre as to the number of telegrams which it desires

to receive.

3. We must have such centres on the Isles in the

Atlantic, or signal ships at great distances to the west.

Ad t. Most centres, as far as tltcy have a district

not considerably larger than l3elgium or Holland will

find it sufficient, if the number of posts does not

require a greater number of telegrams, to have intelli

gence from four difTerent places twice a day. In this

case it will not be found unfeasible for coming years

to have registering instruments at these stations, and

separate wires, which write their indications continually

at the Central station, which would then be able to

return back a signal to them as often as it sees

a disturbance of the atmosphere arising.

Ad 2. T will only describe uhat T myself desire.
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Front France 1 receive Paris, Haure and Brest,

from England 1 have every day the licight of the

barometer at Valentia, North Shields, Thurso, hart—

lepooi Portsmouth

Seamen like very much to see published in their

ports the state of the atrnosphere and sea at diffe

rent points. Moreover T receive from l’aris a more

extended telegram giving some indications and the

prognostie fornied from them, and with l\Tr. Scott T

have the agreeable arrangement, that we warn each

other, tthen in our district a greater disturbance occurs.

T send lijm intelligence if one of my places in

the north has a barometerheight exceeding that of

a southern station by 4 miiliineters er more, he

informs me if in England a difference occurs greater

than 17 miii. in the opposite sense, and in no other

case, in order that we be certain that en any day

we have not received such a telegram, there was no

positive difference here, nor a negative difference

there exceeding the limits assigned.

Now 1 should like to have a similar arrangement

with Denmark, Sweden and Norway on the one side

and with Portugal on the other, and further onlv one

telegram from every centre.

Ad
.

We all must try to have centres witli regis

tering instruments in Icelanrl, at the Azores, at Ma—

deira, and to have an arrangement with America that it

may want us , if a great perturbation is observed there.

The former are stations of so great importance for

all of us, that we should cach contribute to a general

funds, from wliich the expenses of these telegrams

should be defrayed. To my great satisf ction 1 recei—
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ved from Mr. Fradesso da Silveira the inteiligence

that a new concession bas been granted for a cable

between England and Brazil over the Azores and

the Bermuda’s.

As to the form of the telegrams, 1, of course, agree

with Dr. van Oettingen p. 22 that it sitould be that

of departures. 1 have from the beginning (i 860) sent

to my ports norrnals of the barometer diminished

by 50 miii. , in order that the quantities transmitted

might ho all positive.

1f they are above o, the departures are positive,

the barometer is so much higlier than usual, and if

thev are under o, the contrary occurs. So there has

liever been any uncertainty of sign. For temperature

also every communication s intelhgibie in itself, with—

out requiring lima, who receives it, to know the ave—

ragç teinperature of such a place for that time of

the vear, for appreciation of the degree of perturbance.

Q. 26. \Vliat ineasures are to be taken to reahzc the

conciusions and pians of the Meteorological Congress?

Some of these measures have alreadv been taken.

We owe to the committee and to Dr. Neumayer that

a Protocol t) bas been published of the discussions at

the Congress of Leipzig; the same triumvirat, to which

we are indebted for the direction of that Congress have

heen unanimously appointed with acciamation to regu

late also the Congress of Vienna. Every one of us will

Mr. Scntt bna transialett this, anti, were it ml, that 1 had

receivcd t oMy sorne davs berore now, T had hetter referrccl to il in

my quotations. ‘liie saunbered qncstions however wilt set cveryonc rigiit.
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certainlv transmit his speculations to the adminbly

conducted Austrian Journal, which is a meteorological

Journal, highlv appreciated, and, mast of all, every meteo

rologist has expressed by his presence and concilia—

tory aclvices, or, if absent, by his letters, his intention

to complv, as far as possible, with the general wish.

There is one point more which 1 discussed at some
length, Suggestions , and w’hich alone was overlooked,
perhaps, because there is great difficulty to settle it,
but which seems of great weight.

In many countries iii Europe and America there
are too rnanv places paid for their regular observations
whereas in manv other parts of the world thev are

almost totally wanting. \Vould not it be better if
every country spared some moncy now laid Out OH these

superfiuous stations, and tlierewifli raised flinds to pas’
for the establishi in’ of sorne central observatories
where there is a deficiency of them ? We may Ibrm
an idea of the distribution of the weather phenomena
in Europe and a part of Asia, we could form it of
America, if America published its obsen’ations even
month, so of the occurrences in other parts of the
world, but as in Africa and Soutb America and the
polar regions on botli sides of the equator, we have
not sufficient, and prompt intelligence from them.
1 maintain this notwitlistanding the remarks Dr. Sy—
mons his given in his M. Magazine p. j7. And stilI
we must, it is to be repeated, at every opportunity
given, we must try to get a synoptic view of the
phenomena over the whole world, On every occasion
we must add to our sentences given, after Cato:
Et ceterum censco.
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Even of many places, where obsen’ations are regu—
larly made, we ouglit not to publish them (Sugges—
tions p. To) in full; but only insist en having tlieir
registers properly kept, to aflow inspection of them
whcn required , to send in a copy to the central obser—

vatory to wlnch they belong, and to draw up regularly

the average range of cach instrument; for we must
proceed economically, that we may have something
to dispose of for the great purpose.

As to the observations at Sea 1 have something
to add to what T said in my Suggestions p. 54.
From merchantmen we must ask no more. 1f the
Royal Navv will give further information by a grea—
ter number of observations and more complicated;
ii especiallv the sliips of war will furnisli us with an
account of their inquides on magnetism, on the depth
of the ocean, and on the life beneatli the surface of
the water, it will be thankfully accepted; bot the
common seaman must not be bored with obsen’ations,

1w must not make inquiries which cause lijm to lose lus
time; since It is our purpose to make him gain time and.
to warn him against and preserve lom from danger.

1 have not treated then of the method of arran—
ging these observations at sea, or the manner in
which we should cooperate in this; but now, sinee the
Congress apointed me a member of a subcommission

which is to report Un tlus subject to the Congress

of 1873, 1 will give some indications in concert with
Mr. Cornelissen the Director of the marine depart—
ment of the Uutcli Institute, and explain our wisiles.

The obscrvatic,ns at Sea may sen’e these purposes.

In the first place we look to the advanceinent
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of science: we get fruits only by tak-ing good care
of the tree; no good free is without fruit no real

science is without useful resuits, 1f not to titose

who cultivate it themselves then at least to others.

Oiily’ neither the tree grows without (bod nor science
without obsc-n’ations, wjiich the sea seerns to offer

to us in abundance.

The Sea covers four fifths of the surihce of the

earth, the phènomena at sea are less complicated

than they are on land, thus we have ampler and het-

ter rnaterials, 1f we have our obselTations from every

square degree of the surface of the sea, than 1f we

have as many from an equal surface on land; but there

is a drawback-. Instead of fixed obsewatories on
land well provided witli instruments and directed by

persons \-l1ose sole dntv is to obsen’e, we have at sea

floating obsenatories, moving even day to another

place; tliere is a lack of instruments; obsen’ing the

weather is a secondary qnestion, if you go beyond

barometer, temperature of the seawater, wind. AH this

impedes us, 1f we try to draw riot the great general

rules of oceanic circulation, but the more delicate

features of the phenornena, and the relation between

the moge of different instruments which we succeed

in detecting from landobscrvations. Stili we do not

allow ourselves to lose sight of the scientific nim,

and we think we come nearer to It, if, for every

spot of the ocean , we strive to determine the

average indications of every instrument.

Knowing these, we may hope to discover the

connexion between them and the general law, whieh

regulates them; moreover the searnan at any spot on a t;

t
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certain day, may see ii all is right, or whether there is

any perturhance. As long as we cannot get telegrams

from the sea to know’ the phenomena at surrounding

places, there cannot be any other information lor 1dm

than the depaftures of his instruments and the move—

ments of them since the fhregoing reading. This could

be done onlv in case those ships shonld meet, they

could Uien show niutually the barometer licight of

the foregoing day, as they show now the longitude

and latitude.

Now, 1 do not sec any safer means to know the

average indication ol the instruments, lor every time

of the year and every place, than to note in our re

gisters even observation 0” a different page according

to the place in the ocean, and separately Ier even day

of the vear, that we may be able to make a graphic

table of these observations, and to see, if any

districts of the Sea have some phenomena in com—

mon, and what are the bnundaries of these districts.

Unhappily it is not sufficient to Ibrm squares of

flve degrees side a priori; for it will often be the case

that one half of such a square shows a digression

trein the mean opposite to that of the other halL For

instance we seek the limits of the tradewinds; shall we

find thein by studving onlv large aquares viz from i to
2o Lat, and from 20° to 2 5 Long, etc? Are they at the

same latitude in different longitudes? It is impossible to

determine them, if we do not know what passes at every

square degree, at every square ininute of a degree.

Sooner or later therefore some one will come to the

svstein of giving separately wliat bas been observed

at separate points of space and time.



This is possible, as T will show by describing at some
length one of the methods to obtain It, which is follo—
wed at the Dutch Institute. We shail be happy ii’ other
Directors describe their mvii method, that we may
compare and judge.

Even meteorological Journal, sent in to the Institute,
is copied on sheets of paper, with printed lines and
columns all of the sarne model on one side, blank
on the other.

Every line of this copy bears the number of the
Journal, in order that every questionable annotation
may ho controlled by the original; further the date and
the place when and whcre the observations, put down
in the following columns , were taken. ‘)

Theo bi’ scissors the paper is separated into horizon-
tal slips, so that each slip contains no other observa—
tion than that taken at the same degree of latitude
and longitude.

These separate slips are put in different cartoons
each containing the observations of a fifth or tenth
degree square; they are slightly bound together in
twelve different bundles carresponding to the twelve
months. State B shows how we copy these abstract
logs and how we divide these copies into slips.

1f now we think we have a quantity sufficient to
make a studt of them, these slips are arranged
according to time and place, and since they strictly
correspond to the breadths of’ the columns, we can easiiy
follow their indications, draw up a chart of large size for
such a portion of the ocean as we are then treating of.

t) The heads oC the Cotunius are fully indiçated wQt remarks cii

them in the ahk jui:ied to this papr, taLk A.
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1f it be objccted that we miglit have done so from the
first, we answer that so doing takes too much time and
requires much more attention; that it is much more
lhtiguing and wearisome to annotate from the Journal,
now here, then there, than to do twice the ivork but
each time without Ihtigue

Moreover by this method we get a means of control,
whicli othenvise is possible only bv doing it over once
more from the beginning.

Ii now we have recorded the observations of one
instrument on one chart, the observations of the
other on anotiter chart, we are able to publisli either
for a single square degree, even for smaller parts, if
there is a fair number of observations, or to join
several such degrees into a larger space, and to give
its average value.

XVe are compelled to give all separately for smaller
spaces, if there is any difference in the indications, if
thence we infer we are near to the limits; on the con
trary, we may more freely give the indications for
larger spaces, if at such a larger space the indica
tion is similar , and we shall prefer this , where it is
permitted to do so, in order to make the synoptic
view casier and clearer.

So, lor instance, to give an illustration of what we
mean, by our two latest papers, we have given the
temperature of the seawater at the eastside of the
northern Atlantic and for single degrees, but the
storms South of the Cape we gave for smaller divi
sions, of one degree in longitiide and 20 minutes
only in latitude; on the contrary we intend to give
the wind direction in some parts of the Ocean, in
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the tradewinds for inst. for greater divisions, because
they are nearly the same over a larger space.

From these temperatures of the seasurlhce, we
san’ immediatelv, that on the eastside near the
coasts the water had a lower tempemture than at
the westside ; and to make this perceptible at the
first glance, we calcuhitecl the mean temperature of
each parallel, and pointed out the value, higher than
that, with large ciphers. II we have learned fro:n
other researcltes in the western parts of the Atlantic
about which our Dutch ships can give us no sufficient
information, the average of cachi parallel will be another,
and some large cipher will have to ho replaced b a small
one, or the contrary we shall detect a district ol
cold water surrounded by warm water; so we shall be
coinpelled in a second edition to change the liinits;
but tUl now the boundary line reaches more or loss
accurately in the different months from 50° N. g WL.
tol 30° N. WL., and we see it at oncc

As to the storms South of the Cape Good Hope
observations are scanty enough, to be sure, but never—
theless, because we desire to learn how the number

of stomis increases witli the distance from the land,
we give more minute details: on the contrary, al
though we have the direction and force of the trade—
winds separately for eadh degree in our registers and
charts, we shall publish only for such districts, where
the result appears to be decidedly different.

For this it is indispensably necessary to have in our
registers the observations separately for cach square
degree; for we cao join the phenomena of separate

degrees together to an\ area, but we cannot derive
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from the inean of an area the plienomena obseiwed

on a part o( that area. These simple arguments are

irrefutable and all—prevailing.

L The stbselvations and the inquiry based on them

relate not oniy to scientific research, but also to the

safeb of navigation , wiuch is a practical point of view.

For if the shortest route goes through unsafe and

precarious parts of the Ocean we must warn against

it 1f there is in these regions greater probability of

heavy hurricanes which may be avoided by taking

another way, though longer by some days, the sailor

must be made aware of this danger.

So it is with the charts of icebergs. The great

circie to Australia and even to Java brings us to such

high southern latitudes that the risk of meeting ice

is too great in some longitude. For safety’s sake

therefore alone we should be compelled t2 dissuade

the seaman from it.

Therefore our Journals for merchantmen must

supply us with ample information of this score.

Moreover 1 propose for ships of the Roal Navy
.. 9

two columns more for the psychrometer obseiwations,

and besides these, the Journals of our Steamboats

through the Suez-Canal, belonging the Steamboat

company ,,Stoomvaarl Nederlagd”, have more room

for the observations of the niagnetic declination, and

for the determination of the local deviation of flie

Cornpass, by swinging the ship in open sea. This

is frequently done during the voyage, as often as

from the Azimuth observations appears to the Corn

mander to be required, to the great benefit of our

study on the influence of the magnetism of the
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Earth, and of the waves on the iron masses of

Uw slnp.

There is another practical purpose we aim at, the

shortening or voyages. Before enteriog upon this

subject however we venture to espress our earnest

desire to see the different Institutes, co-operating in

their researches on the average state and saIty of

different districts, in which it is more necessary and

feasible to co-operate than in our foquiries as to the

best tracks for ships to pursue since every nation

has in general to deal with diftrent tracks, viz.

different starting points, not so much with different

places of the Ocean, and especially with sitips diffe—

rentlv built and equipped, wherefore differeot tracts

even between the same places may be eligible. So

for the two former points of the physical geography

of the Sea and the dangers we are liable to encoun

ter, we must 1 think assign to every one, a special

subj eet of research.

There seem to be two ways for it; either we must

each study another instrument, or each another part

of the Ocean.

The material of the observation is not 50 ;vell

provided that, if distributed over titree or four lusti

tutes, each, England, France, Germany, even Eng-

land, to wiuch the Lïon part belongs, would have

a sufficient number of them, in a certain part oF the

Ocean, to be able to derive thercfrom the details,

and to be certain that these details are not only

apparently truc. So it iuight be that another nation

had published charts of the same region which gave

or appeared to give different details, no more truc
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and exact than the other, from the same cause,

want of su6cient information.

Now we must conciude that even this nonconfor

mity in some points shows us the uncertainty of

these points, but it w-oud have been better to join

the two sets of obsewation 1 and to derive from the

wijole number a more reliabe result. XVere the two

charts precisely after the same model, every one could

combine them aftenvards; but such is not alwavs the

case, and not allways reciprocally. England can make use

of the Dutch charts, and Mr. Scott bas trusted so

much the Dutch sailors that he bas done them the

honour of inserting theïr detailed obsen’ations into

his chafts. Would it not have been preferable and

less expensive, if one of us had tito whole mate

rial and had given only one chart!

So our chart of icebergs is, considering the time

when it wo was given out, a good chart, but we are

the first to complain of the scantiness of observa

tions recorded. Therefore, when one Institute dedares

that it will study the physiognomy of a district in

a given direction, we earnestly implore all other

Institutes to supply it with all possible information

they possess, gratuitously, as we are willing to do.

There is another question to be solved by a me

teorological marine establishment. How can we in

dicate the best crossings the way for slups to follow

in the shortest time between two given harbours.

1f we ask the shortest way, the answer is soon

given: it is the arc of the great circle, or two or more

arcs of great circles, if the land or rocks do not allow

sliips to fdllow the same great circie. There was a

4
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time, ‘dien all pnted to this ‘vay; instruments and

clzarts have been given , by whicli the great cirde

could be set out witli great fadility without reckoning;

and in some cases all this is not to he underrated.

By this however the question is not answered; it

doos not mean what is the shortest way , but what

way can ho followed in the shortest time and without

other irnpediments.

For instance we can not (bllow the great circle,

if land is found on it; further it can not be Ibilo

wed between the Cape and Australia because the

slups would ho coinpefled to go tno far south, where

they are in danger from ice, and whcre the seafarers

suffer unnecessary inconvenience from cold, where

perhaps the winds are too strong, and so forth.

Even if tlus is not the case , it is evident that

the great circle from A to B is the same as from

B to ik, and that the same route cannot be followed

in the shortest time botb ways.

So great cirde sailing alone can not ho the prac

tical solution of the question.

Wint theo? Some say: we must condude on

the direction of wind and current and the force there

of, how we eau best come from one meridian to ano

ther and in what ladtude, and from one parallel to

anotlier in each meridian. Nor is this sufficient, for

two reasons. First we ought to know, much better

than we do, the efficiency of wind and current in

every part of the ocean, to be sure of the best cros

sings in such a part; then secondly, even if we

could derive the best crossings from our theoretical

knowledge, or if we deduced from practice, where we
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can best make east, north, or the opposite directions,

it might and it will often happen, that the end of

one partial way does not coincide with the heginning

of the nat partial way, and that we lose more time

in coming from that end to the following starting—

point than we gain by following those partial routes,

instead of others which seemed less advantageous.

To make tins plainer, T will suppose and it was

nearly a case, which T experienced myself, two per—
sons, A and 13 leave Utrecht for Edinburg at nine in

the morning on Monday. A goes by Ostend and

London, which is certainly not the shortest route,

13 goes by 1-lavre and Peterborough, B is several

hours sooner at Hanvich than A is in London: A is

at an earlier hour nearer to Edinburgh than 13 is

but B not taking the train for London directly, says:

the way to Peterborough is much shorter; and never—

theless A is hvelve hours later at Edinburgh than 13

who arrives In the afternoon of Thursday. A has taken
the shortest route to the English coast and from

Peterborough they have the same way; but from Har

wich to Peterborough takes more time than from
Ostend to Pcterborough: so A loses more time from
his journeys en& to the common starting point at
Peterborourgh, because of there not being a direct

express communication bebveen these two points, than

he has gained in taking the shortest route to the

English coast.

So we may give another instance of ships from

the Cape to 1-Tolland. Seventy hvo ships crossing in
January the equator at 23° West Long and more

westerly, wantcd 25.6 days to the equator and 62.9
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to Lezard; 63 others in the same month crossing

the Line betw-een 230 W. L. and 210 XV. L. requircd

25.5 Ibr the first part, and 65.2 for the wholc voyage;

finally a third set of 5g ships crossing easterly from

250 XV. L. reached the Line in 24.5 days, and see

mcd to have gaincd over the first set on the first

part to the Line one day, lost in reality 4.1 day

for their wliole voyage lasted 67.0 days. Their loss

en flie latter part of their Journey’ exceeded the appa

rent gain, they thought they had made, for thougb

they were at the equator a day sooner, they were tilere

at a different 1joint, less advantageous, and to reach

the better point, West from 23 XV. L. it appears

from our calculation that thcy would have lost much

more than one day, because of the calms reigning there.

After this having shown, it will be evident that we

must take every road as a whole, and not by parts,

and we must do so not indiscriminately for the whole

year, since in various seasons the best road may be

different; but for single months.

We have another advantage by taking the road as a

whole; for then we have atways routes which have

been followed by the same ships, from one end to the

other, while in studying the parts separately, some

may have been traversed by ships of different size,

seaworthiness, laden witls different burdens, than otliers.

‘We thus have a result only practical, witliout anything

theoretical mixed witli it.

In this way the R. Dutch Neteorological Institute

has calculated its best crossings, and 1 give a specimen

of it in broad lines, while this method is different

from the usual one, and too tittle known. Even in
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Mr. Find}ay’s exellent work 1), where notice is taken
of our operations, it is not yet met with. Only
the resuits of the ancient method are mentioned.

We compared together the routes of the ships
which sailing from Holland to Java ;vere at the same
mdnth of the year en the meridian of Greenwicli in
the Southern Hemisphere. 5e only the very slowest of
thein were in a different inonth with the best in
a given parallel en the former and again in a given
meridian on the latter part of their Journey, and
consequently they met en the whole with the same
average winds. The greater number moreover assures
us that all directions of wind occurred nearly in the
true proportion at each place.

Now of ioo ships, in proportion to the reality ob—
served, g crossing the meridian of Greenwich in
S Lat require for thè whole passage g;. days
to Java Head, while 45 others 1 crossing the same
meridian north of that point, required ioz day’s. We
say therefore: the best way is to cross Greenwich
meridian at 400 S Lat.

Knowing now, where cross tlus meridian, we
examine the two parts separately. Of these 45 ships,
25 passed west of the Capverdian Islands and folie-
wed a westerly course in the easttrade-wind and have
reached Greenwich meridian in 53 days, while the
20 others passed east of the Capverdians and were
on the whole on the east side of the former track.
They require Go days, and lose 7 days in comparison
with the former.

i) North Atlantic Ocean by A. G. Findlay 1873, j3Lbu Editiou.
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Further of the same 45 ships, that crossed Green—

wich meridian South of 400 Lat, 20 crossed the me

ridian of 50 East Long South of 42° S Lat, with a

southern track and require 40 days from Gr. meridian

to Java 1-Jead ; the others, passing north of 42 South

Lat in 50 East Long and osi the whole following a

more northern track , want 42 days , two days more.

Therefore we say: take in November a westerly

course to Greenwich meridian in 40 S Lat in 50

East Long, and you ;vill have a gain of more than

9 days.

So we go further and we can delineate, from one

end to the other the best way to be made in the

shortest time. Indeed t of these ships, which followed

the indicated route in alt parts, have only 86.5 days

against 98.5, the average of all the ioo ships.

The paper: Zcilaanzvijringcn van 7ava naar het

Kanaal Utrecht 1868—1870. Manssen, price f 7

gives ample elucidations and examples. It shows

how we might learn even from those ships , which

did not follow the best routes in one of the parts of

it, something about that best route; but here T can

not enter into all particulars of this method. It may

be sufficient to have shown the principal outlines of it.

Its general results are shown by coloured lanes,

for each montfm separately, on twclve charts.

We are now getting ready the crossings from Holland

to Java, and on this voyage we get a more ample

profit by the new track than for the hotnebound ships,

because it is nearly indifferent, what way ships coming

from Java proceed to the parallel of 20 S. Lat,

and it makes only a marked difference for the rest
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of their way, especially in the part north of theequator in the Atlantic, how far they go west, beforetheyi come up to Landsend.
That evert for these homeböund ships the gain isnot to be despised, we add this stateruent from theStoo;uschrpcn op lange fijne,; by J. E. Comelissen,Utrecht Manssen 1870.
Before 1857 the average number ol days from Java1-trad to Lezard for 450 ships was 110.3 days.
From 1857 tili now for 70 ships it was 102.7which gives a sliortening of the voyage of 7.6 daysand this is only for a part to be ascribed to a betterconstruction etc. of the ships; for from Java Head to

-
-St. Heleim , where the track is more indifferent, thegain is only 1.3 days: say it is 1.3 days more fromSt. 1-Idem to Lezard; tlten we have again of 2.6 daysfor the construction of the sliips; and the advantagegained by following a better route is of days.

T stated already- that as soon as we have agreater number of ships we shali give separate routes :-for ships of different size. XVe cannot give this from alimited number, as unfortunately is often ton soon done.We cannot rety on the voyages of onty five or tenships, and in general we must warn against conclusionstoo hastely drawn from a small number, all sailing inthe same year, because we have then not eliminatedthe different seaworthiness ol the ships , and thedifferent distribution of the winds over the Ocean.

After Tiaving given in the preceeding lines the methodin which we inquire into the average distribution ofthe phenomena at different places of the Ocean and



the shortest routes T point once more to this:

that by the last method nothing theoretical is mixed

up with the practical question, and that we have the
certainty that a ship following our indicated route,
made really by several ships, will have on the whole

a quick passage.

This method is T think unquestionably certain,

and to be followed by every one.

Utrecht, March 1873.

DUIJS DALLOr.
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